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QUESTION 1

You are configuring the year-end setup in Dynamics 365 Finance. 

You need to configure the year-end setup to meet the following requirements: 

The accounting adjustments that are received in the first quarter must be able to be posted into the previous year\\'s
Period 13. 

The fiscal year closing can be run again, but only the most recent closing entry will remain in the transactions. 

All dimensions from profit and loss must carry over into the retained earnings. 

All future and previous periods must have an On Hold status. 

Solution: 

Configure General ledger parameters. 

-

Set the Delete close of year transactions option to Yes. 

-

Set the Create closing transactions during transfer option to Yes. 

-

Set the Fiscal year status to permanently closed option to No. Define the Year-end close template. 

-Designate a retained earnings main account for each legal entity. 

-

Set the Financial dimensions will be used on the Opening transactions option to No. 

-

Set the Transfer profit and loss dimensions

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/financials/general-ledger/year-end-close 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to reconfigure the taxing jurisdiction for Humongous insurance\\'s subsidiary What should you do? 

A. Configure sales tax groups for transactions that occur in China. 

B. Configure dual currency support for sales fax 
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C. Change the reporting currency. 

D. Change the sales tax settlement period authority 

Correct Answer: D 

Sales tax authorities are entities to which collected sales tax needs to be reported and paid. You can pay sales taxes to
the authority directly or through a vendor account that you create for the sales tax authority. If you do this, the company 

can use its usual payment routines to pay the sales tax authority on time. If you do not set up the tax authority as a
vendor, someone must prepare a manual payment to the tax authority on the appropriate due date. 

Note: Taxes 

As part of the spinoff to a subsidiary, Humongous Insurance\\'s subsidiaries taxes must be changed from US
government rates to Chinese government rates. 

Humongous Insurance\\'s subsidiary must track use taxes that are not claimed or reported to the Chinese tax agency. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/general-ledger/tasks/set-up-sales-tax-authorities 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A client has multiple legal entities set up in Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations. All companies and data reside in
Finance and Operations. 

The client currently uses a separate reporting tool to perform their financial consolidation and eliminations. They want to
use Finance and Operations instead. 

You need to configure the system and correctly perform eliminations. 

Solution: Select Consolidate with import. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Since all data reside in D365, use consolidate online. Finance supports consolidations as an online consolidation, where
the subsidiary companies are within the same database as the consolidated company. If the subsidiary companies
reside in a different database than the consolidated company, use Consolidate [Export to] on subsidiary company and
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Consolidate with Import in consolidated company. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/financials/budgeting/consolidation-
elimination-overview 

 

QUESTION 4

You work as the Finance Manager for a company. The company uses Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance for its
accounting system. 

You need to configure a budget in Dynamics 365 Finance. The budget must include details about planned hours,
expenses, fees, and items. 

Which of the following budget options should you configure? 

A. Workforce budget 

B. Fixed asset budget 

C. Project budget 

D. Demand forecasting 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You need to configure the expense module for reimbursement. 

How should you configure the expense module? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Configure the personal card expense category 

Employee2 purchased supplies for a holiday party and needs to be reimbursed. 

First Up Consultants requires the ability to reimburse employees in their paychecks for expenses incurred on personal
cards. 

Expense categories and shared categories 

When employees create an expense report, each expense that they record must be associated with an expense
category. Expense categories are derived from shared categories that can be shared across the legal entities in your 

organization. These categories can also be shared in Project management and accounting, depending on the way that
your organization is defined. Based on the definition of your organization and guidance from the implementation team, 

determine whether the categories that are used in Expense management will be used only in Expense management, or
whether they should be shared between Project management and accounting and Expense management. 

Box 2: Reconcile the expense through a credit card transaction import 

Import and maintain credit card transactions 

Expense-related credit card transactions can be set up so that they are automatically imported on a recurring schedule.
Alternatively, the transactions can be manually imported as they are required. The credit card transactions are imported 

through the Credit card transactions data entity. 
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Incorrect: 

*

 Configure the employee as a vendor 

*

 Reimburse the employee through the expense management workspace 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/project-operations/prod-exp/plan-expense-management
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/project-operations/prod-exp/import-credit-card 

 

QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT 

You need to ensure accounting entries are transferred from subledgers to general ledgers. 

How should you configure the batch transfer ruleTo answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Configure subledger transfer as a scheduled batch 

Humongous Insurance\\'s subsidiary requires accounting entries to be posted from the subledger to the general ledger
by 5:00 PM each day. 

Box 2: Configure subledger transfer as Synchronous 

Trey Research requires accounting entries to be posted from the subledger to the ledger immediately. 

The following options are available for transferring subledger batches: 

voucher will update accounts at the scheduled time if resources are available to process the batch job on the server.
Incorrect: 

* synchrounous 

In version 8.1, changes were made to allow the transfer of rules, which deprecated the Synchronous option. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/general-ledger/subledger-transfer 
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QUESTION 7

A company configures Dynamics 36S Finance to collect and report sales tax horn customers. The company calculates
the sales tax amount needed to pay a vendor for taxable items and expenses. 

The company is required by law to accrue and pay use tax. You add a new vendor in an existing, region. 

You need to configure the system to accrue use tax for the new vendor. 

Which three actions should you takeEach correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTL Each coned selection is worth one pant. 

A. Create a new tax group for the use tax. 

B. Create a new tax code for the use tax. 

C. Configure the use tax payable for the main account into the ledger posting group. 

D. Add a tax code to the tax group with the use tax option set to Yes. 

E. Create a new tax authority for the use tax. 

F. Add a tax code to the item sales tax group. 

G. Create a new settlement period for the use tax. 

Correct Answer: ACF  

 

QUESTION 8

You need to troubleshoot the reporting issue for User7. 

Why are some transactions being excluded? 

A. User7 is running the report in CompanyB. 

B. User7 is running the report in CompanyA. 

C. The report is correctly excluding CustomerY transactions. 

D. The report is correctly excluding CustomerZ transactions. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

A legal entity has locations and customers in multiple states within the United States. 

You need to ensure that taxable customers are charged sales tax for taxable items in their delivery location. 
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Which three settings must you configureEach correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. the Sales tax group on the Customer record 

B. the Terms of delivery setup 

C. the Item Sales tax group on the Item record 

D. the Sales reporting codes 

E. the Sales tax codes 

Correct Answer: ACE 

The delivery setup is not what controls the location and thus tax code. 

 

QUESTION 10

HOTSPOT 

A client needs to configure Accounts payment vendor methods of payment to meet the following business
requirements: 

1. 

Configure the electronic method of payment to create one electronic payment for all of the invoices due. 

2. 

Configure the system to ensure that all payments made with an electronic method of payment also forces the user to
select which payment has been used. You display the Methods of payment setup screen. 
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Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that answers each question based on the information presented
in the graphic. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 11

You are configuring the basic budgeting for a Dynamics 365 Finance environment. 

You need to configure the types of entries allowed. 

Which two configurations can you useEach correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point, 

A. The budget register entry journals require both Expense and Revenue amount types. 

B. Budget register entry line needs a main account and amount to be valid. 

C. Budget register entry journals must be allocated across all fiscal periods. 

D. Budget register entry lines must select only one account structure. 

E. The budget register entries can contain either Expense or Revenue amount types. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 12

DRAG DROP 

A company uses Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance. 

You receive a new purchase invoice. You must process the invoice as a fixed asset that complies with applicable tax
regulations. Double entry is not permitted for asset acquisitions. 

You need to configure the asset and books. 
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Which four actions should you recommend be performed in sequenceTo answer move all actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them m the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 13

HOTSPOT 

You need to prevent a reoccurrence of User2\\'s issue. 

How should you configure the system? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 
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NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 14
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SIMULATION 

You are a functional consultant for Contoso Entertainment System USA (USMF). 

You plan to run several reports in USMF that list all the write-off transactions. 

You need to replace the write-off reason used by the system for USMF to use a reason of "Bad debts. 

To complete this task, sign in to the Dynamics 365 portal. 

Correct Answer: explanation 

You need to add a write-off reason for USMF and set it as the default. 

1.

 Go to Navigation pane > Modules > Credit and collections > Setup > Accounts receivable parameters. 

2.

 Click the Collections tab. 

3.

 Click the Edit icon in the Write-Off section. 

4.

 Add a new Write-Off reason if it doesn\\'t exist. 

5.

 Tick the "Default" checkbox next to the new Write-Off reason. 

6.

 Click the Save button to save the changes. 

 

QUESTION 15

The controller at a company has multiple employees who enter standard General ledger journals. The controller wants
to review these journal entries before they are posted. Currently, journals entries are posted without review. 

You need to configure Dynamics 365 Finance to help set up a system led review process to meet the controller s
needs. 

Which functionality should you configure? 

A. an Advanced ledger entry workflow that uses the organizational hierarchy for journal posting, associated with the
Advanced ledger journal name 

B. an alert that is sent to the controller when a journal name is created 

C. a manual journal approval with the journal assigned to the controller\\'s user group 
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D. the controller\\'s security role so that he has approval privileges for General ledger journals 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Set up manual journal approval 

The user who is responsible for journal routines sets up the approval system for each journal where approvals will be
used. Manual journal approval is available for all journals in Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

Click General ledger > Setup > Journals > Journal names. 

In the left pane, select the journal to use the approval system for; for example, a journal that has a journal type of Daily. 

In the Approval field group, select the Active check box, and then select a user group in the Approve field. The users
who belong to this user group will be able to manually approve these journals. 

Incorrect: 

Not A: Set up workflow journal approval 

The user who is responsible for journal routines sets up the approval system for each journal where approvals will be
used. Workflow journal approval is available only for selected financial journals. 

Not B, not D: Some organizations require that journals be approved by a user other than the user who entered the
journal. Two types of approvals are available for financial journals: manual and workflow. 

Reference: 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/set-up-financial-journal-approvals 
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